
 

 

 

 

09/06/2020 

Dear Parents/Carers 

As you will know, from June 15th, we will be asking a small group of Year 10 pupils to come 

into school each day.  

In my video briefing of 5/6/20, I outlined the many measures that are in place to reduce the 

risk of the transmission of the virus.  If you have not yet seen this video and would like 

reassurance about the measures we have taken, you can watch it here. 

When in school, for most of their day Year 10 pupils will continue with the home learning 

opportunities they have been accessing since the school closure period began.  For 

approximately 20 minutes, each pupil will meet with a member of staff in order to review the 

progress they have made, discuss how to continue making good academic progress and, 

crucially in the context of such a difficult situation, discuss each pupils’ mental and emotional 

well-being. 

We have been informed by the local authority that from June 15th, transport will be provided 

to those pupils who normally come to school on local authority provided buses or taxis.  Pupils 

should wait at their bus stop at the normal time and wear face masks whilst travelling on the 

bus or train.  

Pupils should come to school in their normal school uniform. Catering will be provided but it 

would be useful if pupils could bring a packed lunch and a drink as this will reduce the 

number of pupils queuing in the corridor.  As pupils will be expected to continue with live 

online learning lessons, pupils should bring their own earphones or headset.  Pupils will be 

allowed to access their phone or tablet throughout the day to enable them to interact with 

their teachers and peers about learning issues. 

In the course of this week, we will be contacting the year 10 pupils we wish to see in school 

next week.  It is the expectation that pupils will attend school on the day allocated to them.  

However, we appreciate that in such unusual times, this will not always be possible.  

Therefore, we would be grateful if you could please complete this survey, the results of which 

will be used by the school and the wider trust to monitor the numbers of pupils expected in 

school.   I would also be very grateful if you could also complete this survey of your views 

about the quality of the remote learning arrangements that have been put in place over the 

last few months; this will allow us to plan future provision and respond to any queries you may 

have. 

Quite understandably, some parents have raised questions about these arrangements, 

asking why a fuller return to school is not being planned.  Following this letter, I have outlined 

the reasons why this approach – and not others – is being taken.   

Yours faithfully, 

 
Steve Jefferies  

https://www.henleyschool.com/covid19-latest/
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=PtoBOluT20WMXQCc4unZyXAMBwsnsVhPpHHSPwb3S95UME1CUUUwNTczSzI0WDBaRllIMFRLWThQNy4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=aK-sZ5sKqEOOJksyrXF4erpF3NkNjedMoV9I8slDXTNURFo3NlZRV0tUWUo3UDhUS1JLSlUxQlkyUS4u


1. Why has the school opted for brief tutorial sessions rather than full lessons? 

Firstly, government guidelines limit us to having no more than 25% of Year 10 pupils in school 

at a time. For us, that equates to 30 pupils.  Returning to having all of Year 10 in school is not, 

therefore, possible at this time. 

In order to maintain an appropriate distance between pupils, given the size of our 

classrooms, this means we can have no more than six pupils in each classroom.   Therefore, 

25% of the year group (30 pupils) would require five classrooms.  This, of course, would require 

five teachers, only one of which would be the specialist teacher.  Although this is not ideal, it 

could be overcome because teachers are skilled at delivering lessons outside of their subject 

specialism; however, whilst they are supervising these classes obviously they cannot be 

delivering teaching to other pupils.  Bringing 30 pupils into school, even for just their normal 

timetabled lesson, would therefore impact upon four other classes.  Having them taught in 

subject groups in classrooms for a whole day (another option we have considered) would 

mean disrupting teaching for four other classes for an entire day.  If the home learning 

opportunities we were providing were of low quality, disruption of this home learning would 

be a price worth paying.  However, we’ve received a great deal of feedback from parents, 

pupils and staff indicating that the online provision is very effective; this leads us to conclude 

that disrupting online provision in order to teach a small numbers of pupils in school is not the 

right thing to do at this stage. 

We will begin our tutorial sessions with pupils who are coping least well with learning from 

home.  If in the course of these conversations, and taking into account other information, we 

discover that there is a need, we may have a limited number of subject specific days for 

individual classes, delivered in a large teaching space.  However, at this point and given the 

restrictions in place, it is our judgement that home learning provides more effective learning. 

Another factor which presents a very big obstacle is that many teachers have children at 

home for whom they are caring and are not therefore able to come into school.  Whilst they 

are able to juggle working from home with the demands of childcare, that obviously would 

not be possible if they were in school.  There are also a number of teachers who, because of 

their own health or those with whom they live, are not able to come into school in the 

present circumstances. 

2. Is there really any point going through all the hassle of getting pupils into school for 

just twenty minutes? 

In short, yes, we believe there is.  Pupils in year ten begin their crucial final GCSE year in 

September.  If we don’t give them the opportunity to come into school before then, they 

would not have entered the school building, mixed with their peers or seen their teachers for 

over 5 months.  For many pupils, this will make returning to school very difficult.  Whilst a brief 

tutorial session is no substitute for normal classroom teaching, a day in school will give pupils 

a brief reminder of school life.  Crucially, it will also reassure them of the steps we have taken 

to ensure that the school is a safe environment.  We can’t guarantee that pupils will come 

into school in friendship groups but our pastoral team are working hard to ensure that the 

groups of pupils that come into school have similar outlooks and will be supportive towards 

each other. 

3. So why doesn’t that apply to all years? 

If it were our decision, we would certainly find a way to get all pupils into school for a day or 

more before the end of the academic year.  However, we have to follow government 

guidelines which, at the moment only permit us to have 25% of Year 10 pupils, the children of 

key workers and pupils who are vulnerable. 

4. So can I just bring them in for that 20 minute tutorial? 

If you are able to do so, that would be fine.  However, for the reasons mentioned in the 

answer to question 2, we believe that it would be better to have pupils in for a whole day.  

 


